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Announcements 
The February meeting  

was cancelled: 
predicted weather conditions 

made unnecessary travel 
inadvisable. Some important 
business was put over until 

the March 4 meeting. 

The projector is here! 

The new projector arrived 
yesterday. It is quite amazing 
to see photos displayed on 

my dining room wall while the 
sun streams in the window. 
The colours are wonderful,  

images crisp. 

 —  Peg Neilon 

For Sale 
Ashford blending board 

$110.00  
In excellent condition, has  

handle, comes with blending 
brush and dowels.  

Contact Pam at 250 954 1747 

The Away Team … 
is spending another month in Palm Springs as we did in November. I 
am enjoying helping my weaving friends here. I think of it as 
“Weavers Circle South”.   
 We are all members of the Desert Weavers and Spinners 
Guild of the Coachella Valley which is very similar to our own 
Sunshine Coast Guild with equally friendly and accomplished 
textile enthusiasts. It is the same size and has similar interests: 
spinning, weaving, knitting, felting, dyeing. The difference is that 
many members come here only for the winter so membership swells 
in October and falls in May. There are 4 Canadian members, and 
other snowbirds from many US states.  
 I meet about 12 of them every Thursday for the day and we 
study various structures and techniques. This winter we have been 
exploring Twill Weaves, Back to Front Warping, Cloth Analysis, and 
Turned Drafts.  
 At the meeting last Monday, the guild had an auction of 
donated yarns, fleece, equipment, etc., with all profits going to the 
guild. They realized over $1000 to help pay for their guild 
insurance. In early February the guild hosted Jennifer Moore for a 
Double Weave Workshop. She had just taught for the Greater 
Vancouver Spinners and Weavers Guild.  

 We will be home at the end of March and I look forward to 
seeing all of you again.  

— Mary Bentley
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For Sale continued 

Ashford Wild Carder 

$350.00 
In excellent condition, comes with 

cleaning brush, awl and is fully 
assembled. 

Ashford Knitters’ Loom 
In excellent condition, 

12 inch width,  
$200.00. 

Contact Pam at 250 954 1747 

Ashford knitters’ Loom  
With Stand 

In excellent condition, 
12 inch width,  

comes with carrying case  
and instructions. 
$300.00 for both. 

Contact Maeva at  
mdl33@telus.net  

or phone 250 752 8530 

36” LeClerc Artisat 
4-shaft jack loom 

 
includes bench. All in very good 
shape.  Also many attachments 

and yarns. 

 $650.00 
in Gibsons 

 
gill@lynedrive.com

Hoarders … 
Our correspondent writes … 

“my name is Penny, and I'm a hoarder - at least where 
the  fibre  arts  are  concerned.  Hoarders  acquire  because 
it might  possibly be  useful  in  the  future,  not  because  it 
meets a need of today. And yes, that's me with yarn and fibre 
and anything that might go along with that…” 

“… remember when that mill when out of business in 
Vancouver and we acquired cone upon cone of random yarns 
that would definitely be useful some day…” 

“… I  went  to  the  Maryland  Sheep  and  Wool  Show 
prepared to buy what I could bring home on the plane, but 
then I discovered that the mills were on site with trucks to 
take any amount of fleece directly for processing and ship the 
roving …” 

“I  took  a  workshop  on  weaving  with  beads  … 
discovered  Shipwreck  beads  outside  Olympia,  Washington. 
Go to their  website at  your own risk.  But I  went there in 
person.... more than once..... more than twice..... went to the 
Puget Sound bead show in Bellingham, and in Tacoma.... more 
than once....”

And now the KonMari decluttering fundamentalists are on 
a tear—oh, where to hide?!

But the newsletter janitor has a cunning plan:

The Great Guild Stashdown Challenge
Suppose a group of hoarders guild members were to gather 
with some of their stash—the stuff  that is  too beautiful  to 
discard,  but  they  could  part  with  if  it  were  going  to  be 
honoured by  being  used  appropriately;  and used  it  to  plan 
several projects for the guild sale. Spinners could undertake to 
spin  specific  fibres,  weavers  would  commit  to  weaving  the 
spun  fibre—yardage  or  finished  items.  Knitters  and 
crocheters could also commit to specific projects. Enjoyable 
camaraderie for the participants, maybe an exchange of skills, 
a possible specific theme for the sale—what’s not to like?

https://konmari.com
mailto:mdl33@telus.net
mailto:gill@lynedrive.com
mailto:mdl33@telus.net
mailto:gill@lynedrive.com
https://konmari.com
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Easter is 
coming … 
and  Cather ine 
Nichol ls  made  this 
little  guy  at  the  latest 
Fibreshed  Learn -a -
Long.  Her  very  first 
exploration  of  needle 
felting!  She  thanks 
Ursula and Alexis for showing the way, she had so 
much fun!….he might be a bunny 
… or not!? 

The Book Corner 
What possible connection could there be 
between a late night caper through the tightly 
packed streets of Varanasi looking for 
crematoriums, the fall-out of the Guatemalan 
civil war and the collapse of a South African 
pig market?  Well, each of these events are 
merely the captivating background stories in 
articles written by Linda N Cortwright, 
publisher and editor of Wild Fibers magazine, 
as she travels the world in search of the most 
unusual fiber.  In her own words, “Between the 
still unimaginable atrocities of apartheid and 
the interminable warfare of Central America, it 
is not lost on me the vital role that natural fibers 
play in helping to change lives. “   

Wild Fibers magazine has been around for 
fifteen years, publishing quarterly until 2016 
when they scaled back to a once-per-year issue.  
It is the intense dedication, the zeal, of Linda N 

Cortwright to travel the world, documenting 
and promoting the natural fibers industry.  With 
her own brilliant photos and engaging articles 
written about her experiences in Alaska, 
Swaziland, Nepal, Antartica the magazine has 
often been referred to as the “National 
Geographic of the Fiber World”.   

Admittedly, I am a late-comer to this magazine.  
When our Guild subscription was unexpectedly 
terminated two years ago due to their reduced 
publishing, there was an almost immediate 
appeal from our members, “where oh where is 
Wild Fibers”?  I looked into it, discovering the 
changes they’d made and realized that we could 
at least purchase their now-annual issues to 
enhance our small collection.  As the magazines 
arrived and I prepared them for the library, I 
had time to read through Vol 14, Issue 1.  Now 
I, too, shall eagerly follow in Cortwright’s 
quest.  

More de-stashing … 
Barby Paulus writes 

With Fibres West coming up March 22 
and 23, I’ve been busy spinning up bags of fibre 
that  have accumulated over  the years  with a 
view  to  not  feeling  guilty  about  purchasing 
new fibre.  I also noticed an article in a recent 
SpinOff  magazine  about  making  interesting 
yarns by sorting your colours and spinning up 
your scraps which made me feel  even better. 
 I’ll  bring  my  production  to   the  March 
Show & Tell!
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